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Abstract

InfoMart Reporting

Olof Vestling

Customer relationship management (CRM) is 
gaining momentum around the world and a 
majority of the organizations view customer 
experience provided by contact-centers as a 
competitive differentiator. Thus is the 
importance of understanding these systems 
very big. The purpose of the thesis is to create a 
cohesive solution, a prototype, to gather, 
aggregate and present viable business reports 
for a number of channels in such a system. The 
CRM-platform handled in this thesis is called 
Genesys InfoMart, which is developed by 
Genesys Telecommunications. The thesis 
defines the use-cases and reports to be 
compiled. It does also give a description of how 
data is cross- correlated across the database 
and how it was gathered. By involving domain-
experts and using a scenario based- approach, 
requirements have been derived and reports 
have been developed.
It is concluded that the conceptual scenarios 
were feasible. There are no limitations within the 
InfoMart data mart with respect to the 
functionality that the domain-experts demand. A 
cooperative-evaluation session showed that the 
conceptual design was approved and that it 
provided the functionality that the evaluation 
group requested. Thus concluded that the 
methodological approach was overall 
successful and that the requirements were met. 
It is however recommended to continue the 
development process by exposing the 
prototype to end-users evaluation. This can 
provide insights and information that can be 
very useful when developing the final product.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
I dagens samhälle sker kommunikation mellan kund och företag eller organisation på 
ett sätt det inte gjort förut (Fjemstad & Romano, 2006). I och med att fler butiker och 
företag minskar sina fysiska mötesplatser sker kundkontakt och kommunikation i 
större utsträckning genom så kallade ”contact-centers” (Deloitte, 2013). I och med 
detta ökar också kundtjänsternas behov av att analysera och mäta kundernas beteende 
samt kundtjänsten och dess medarbetares effektivitet (Focus group 1, 2015).  Detta 
exjobb är utvecklat i samarbete med företaget TeliaSonera AB i Uppsala som är den 
ledande leverantören av systemintegration i ”contact-center” lösningar i Sverige 
(Telia Offers, 2015). Syftet med uppsatsen är att utveckla en prototyp som kan 
bearbeta, analysera och presentera information från ett ”contact-center”-system. 
Prototypen kommer att utvecklas för ”contact-center”-produkten Genesys InfoMart 
som utvecklas av det marknadsledande företaget Genesys (Telia Genesys, 2015).  

För att utveckla programvara på ett så effektivt sätt som möjligt använder utvecklare 
sig av olika metoder. Delsyftet med denna uppsats är att använda och dokumentera 
hur användningen av en av dessa metoder sett ut under projektets gång. 
Programvaruutvecklingen har skett utifrån Benyon’s (2010) fyra processer; 
Förståelse, Förverkligande, Utformning och Utvärdering. I dessa fyra processer har 
olika insamlingsmetoder och tillvägagångsätt omsorgsfult valts, implementerats och 
dokumenterats.  

När man utvecklar interaktiva system är det mycket viktigt att skapa sig en förståelse 
för användarnas behov och det kontext som de befinner sig i (Benyon, 2010). I denna 
uppsats har en fokusgrupp använts för att skapa just denna förståelse. Utifrån 
diskussioner i denna fokusgrupp har ett scenario-baserat tillvägagångssätt använts för 
att strukturera intervjuresultatet och beskriva det på ett konkret sätt som förenklar 
utforming och design av prototypen. Dessutom har tre typer av användare urskiljts; 
manager, team-leader och agent. 

Som verktyg för att förverkliga de funktionaliteter och informationsbehov som 
användarna efterfrågar har verktyget QlikView använts. QlikView är en business 
intelligence-programvara som skapar interaktiva affärsrapporter och 
datavisualiseringar genom statistiska objekt (Qlik, 2015). Genom att ansluta 
QlikView till Genesys InfoMarts databas i TeliaSoneras labmiljö kan information 
utvinnas och statistiska rapporter skapas.  

Detta examensarbete har bidragit med en fullt fungerande interaktiv prototyp för att 
visualisera information från Genesys InfoMart. Examensarbetet har också bidragit 
med enkel förstudie gällande vad domain experts inom TeliaSonera värderar och 
efterfrågar från den tänkta produkten. Dessutom har examensarbetet bidragit med en 



dokumentering av tillvägagångsättet samt en rekomendation för projektets fortsatta 
utveckling. Prototypen är ingen slutgiltig produkt men kan med fördjupad analys och 
användar-centrerad utveckling utgöra grunden för vad som kan bli en färdig produkt i 
framtiden.  

!
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1. Introduction 
Businesses around the world are nowadays using computers and software as toosl to 
achieve their business goals every day. In the 21th century, Internet, e-commerce and 
social media have fundamentally changed how people and companies communicate 
with each other. One of the businesses that have “recently” been transformed from the 
analog world to the digital one is how companies handle communication with their 
customers (Fjemstad & Romano, 2006). The digitalization of companies and 
especially commerce has led to absence of physical stores hence a bigger need of 
customer service over telephone, email and social media (Deloitte). These types of 
interactions are being handled by Customer Relationship Management systems 
(Deloitte, 2013).  

The digitalization of the customer service business has not only changed how people 
communicate with companies it has also given the companies the possibilities to 
collect large amounts of information about the calls they receive and do (Genesys 
Telecommunications Laboratories , 2014). These sets of data can together with 
business intelligence and data discovery tools collect valuable information about how 
successful a company’s customer service really is (Fjemstad & Romano, 2006). The 
customer service is not only a tool for handling complaints and questions; it’s also an 
extremely important part of the overall customer satisfaction and the relationship 
between customer and company. Are the customers satisfied with the support they 
get? For how long did they have to queue before getting service? This information 
may provide valuable insights about how well their agents perform and guidelines for 
how the customer service should be configured in terms of number of personnel, 
deployment, working hours etc. (Focus group 1, 2015). 

Depending on what type of application that is to be developed, internal and external 
parts constitute various importances for the software development process. In some 
systems some people called domain experts share experiences and knowledge that are 
unique to them. These domain experts may also have special skills in particular areas 
of this system that other users or end-users don’t have (Sommerville, 2007). Genesys 
InfoMart, the system that this thesis handles, is a specialized system with many 
domain experts. These domain experts are therefore playing a very important role in 
this thesis.   

So, to develop an interactive system, an underlying understanding of the Genesys 
platform and its users, had to be gathered from these domain experts. But when 
focusing entirely on internal users and ignoring end-users, questions can be raised. Is 
the domain expert knowledge enough to develop the prototype? This thesis will be a 
practical experiment of a small software development project and how to involve 
domain-experts in the software development process. Can the prototype be of any 
quality without having involved end-users in the software development process? 
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1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis work is to examine how to collect data from a statistics 
database and present it as viable business reports. The work will be based on a contact 
center platform from Genesys, using its proprietary statistics database, InfoMart. As a 
minimum, the thesis work should result in a cohesive solution, a prototype, to gather, 
aggregate and present the reports for a select number of customer channels in the 
TeliaSonera lab environment. The purpose is divided into three parts. 

1) Use cases & data cross-correlation: Define the use cases and reports to be 
compiled. Where is the data stored, and how is it cross-correlated across the 
database? 

2) Design solution & methods: Define how and with what methods the data 
should be presented. Which front-end tool serves the purpose best? 

3) Implementation: Create a solution which, given different parameters and 
criteria, gathers and aggregates data for telephony and email interactions and 
presents it as reports. 

1.2 Scope 

Since end-users of the application couldn’t participate in the software development 
process a decision was taken regarding what methodological approach that was to be 
used to develop the prototype. Instead of using a user-centered approach a domain 
expert-centered approach was implemented. The idea was that the domain experts at 
TeliaSonera had enough experience and knowledge about the potential users so that a 
prototype could be developed without involving end-users.  

The prototype is supposed to gather, aggregate and present reports for telephony and 
email interactions, other customer channels such as chat and social media are 
overlooked. 

1.3 Glossary 

This subsections’ purpose is to define and describe words and terms that will be 
frequently used in this thesis, both technical and thesis specific definitions.  

CRM – Stands for Customer Relationship Management. It is an approach to managing 
interactions with a company’s current and future customers through different 
customer channels such as telephony, email and social media.  

End user – An end user is the user of the final prototype on the customer-side. This 
user can be of three different stakeholder types. The end user is not working at 
TeliaSonera.  

Stakeholder – The stakeholder types are manager, team-leader and agent. 
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Domain expert – A domain expert is a person working at TeliaSonera in Uppsala 
with the Genesys platform or a similiar product. These domain experts share a lot of 
knowledge about customer relationship management and their customers.  

LOW-FI prototype – Stands for low fidelity prototype. It uses simple tools such as 
cardboard, post-it notes to envision design ideas and concepts.  

Hi-FI prototype – Stands for high fidelity prototype. It is highly interactive and is 
very close to the final product with respect to design and functionality.  

2. Technical Background  
In the following sections are the technical bases and associated systems described. In 
section 2.1 The CRM system is a simple illustration of how the individual systems are 
interrelated. In section 2.2 and 2.3 are brief introductions to Genesys 
Telecommunications and TeliaSonera.  In section 2.4 Genesys – A customer telephony 
integration system and 2.5 Genesys InfoMart are brief descriptions of the underlying 
technical architecture on which the CRM system is based. 

2.1 The CRM-system 

CRM-systems contain several different components. These components are all 
interrelated in a way that enables the system to work. In figure 1 is a simplified 
interpretation of the Genesys InfoMart system connection to the SIP-servers where 
each component is described further down in this chapter. The SIP-server is physical 
component from which InfoMart aggregate tables that in turn is stored in a Microsoft 
SQL Server. InfoMart and its functionality is described into more detail in section 2.5 
– Genesys InfoMart – A data mart.  

 

Figure 1 – Simple interpretation of Genesys Infomart (Deployment Guide, 2014) 
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2.2 Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories Inc. – A 
customer experience platform provider 

Genesys is an IT-company based in the US. They are the world’s leading provider of 
customer service and call center technology with over 4,000 customers in over 80 
countries (About Genesys, 2015).  

2.3 TeliaSonera AB – A network access and 
telecommunications service provider 

TeliaSonera AB provides network access and telecommunications service to millions 
of customers and companies in Europe. TeliaSonera provides Genesys products in 
northern Europe and are appointed Genesys Gold Suite Certified Partner (Telia 
Genesys, 2015).  

2.4 Genesys – A customer telephony integration system 

A Customer Telephony Integration (CTI) system is any system that allows 
interactions between telephones and computers to be integrated. By using a CTI-
system people can manage and answer calls by using computers (SIP Server, 2014). 
The CTI-system contains of several different parts. The largest one, an external one, 
is the public switched telephone network (PSTN). That is the network we use when 
we are using our phones to call, friends, family and colleagues on home or cellphone 
numbers. In figure 2 is an illustration of the CTI-system architecture. In it is also an 
black dashed line that illustrates what the Genesys platform actually contains. When a 
user calls from the PSTN-network to a contact center the call switches from the PSTN 
to an internal system where the call is managed and directed by computer logics. A 
PBX or a soft switch commits the switching depending on from what ‘media’ the call 
was dialed (SIP Server, 2014).  

!

Figure 2 - Genesys SIP Server Architecture (SIP Server, 2014) 
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When the system has decided where the call is supposed to be transmitted it is 
transferred to a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) -server. The SIP-server provides an 
interface between telephone hardware and the rest of software components in the 
CTI-system (SIP Server, 2014). The SIP-server is a TCP/IP based server that uses an 
application layer protocol called Session Initiation Protocol, which is a 
telecommunications protocol for handling multimedia communication sessions (SIP 
Server, 2014). The SIP-servers can be deployed in different cities or parts in the world 
for different purposes such as outsourcing, local offices or for load balancing. The 
SIP-server logs all the events and corresponding information when a call is being 
received or sent from the CTI-system. It is from the SIP-servers that the call is being 
transferred to the agent employee and from where the low-level interaction data is to 
be collected by the InfoMart data mart (SIP Server, 2014).  

2.5 Genesys InfoMart – A data mart 

Genesys InfoMart provides a data mart that Genesys customers can use for historical 
reporting. A data mart is an access layer of a data warehouse environment which 
developers can use to extract data from (Moody & Korting, 2000). InfoMart’s job is 
to extract low-level interaction data from the SIP-servers and aggregate it as a 
database structure together with the information it has collected. InfoMart provides a 
relational database from where you can collect information about certain calls, 
identify patterns and predict trends in the contact center history (User’s Guide, 2014).  

The InfoMart database consists of several different types of tables; GIDB, fact, 
dimension, MIDB, Control, and temporary tables (SQL Deployment Guide, 2014). 
Where the following three are the major ones; 

GIDB tables – Global Interaction Database tables. The GIDB tables represent a 
subset of the IDB tables, which in turn stores data at granular level of detail. The 
GIDB table provides the lowest level of detail about voice and multimedia 
interactions that can be found within the InfoMart database. InfoMart use the GIDB 
tables to produce information that is suitable for end-user reports and to populate the 
fact and dimension tables (SQL Deployment Guide, 2014).  

Fact tables – Fact tables are large and contain a lot of information that can be 
interesting from a business point of view. The fact tables contain information about 
interactions, such as how long they were, who took care of it and what department the 
caller requested to talk to etc. These tables are quickly changing and get bigger and 
bigger for every call the contact center receive. Fact tables are surrounded by 
dimension tables, which they refer to using a surrogate key. The fact tables represent 
many-to-many relationship between dimensions (SQL Deployment Guide, 2014). For 
example; there are several facts in one fact table and all these facts are related to 
many dimensions.  
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Dimension tables – The dimension tables describe the attributes of the associated fact 
table. In figure 3 is an ER-diagram that demonstrates the database structure logic. 
CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT is a fact table. RESOURCE_, TIME_ZONE, 
DATE_TIME, RECORD_FIELD_GROUP_1 & 2 are dimension tables. By using the 
RESOURCE_KEY in CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT it’s possible to join values in 
RESOURCE_ to corresponding records in the fact table (SQL Deployment Guide, 
2014).  

!

Figure 3 – SQL Dimension Fact Table Architecture (SQL Deployment Guide, 2014). 

2.6 Microsoft Server 2008 – The database 

Genesys InfoMart can be deployed in either an Oracle or any other SQL-based 
Database (SQL Deployment Guide, 2014). TeliaSonera is deploying InfoMart in a 
Microsoft SQL Server environment. By writing SQL (Standard Query Language) -
queries, desired data can be gathered and sent to the presentation software. By joining 
tables, information from the fact tables can be associated with information in the 
dimension tables. For example; if a textual representation is supposed to display the 
first and last name for each agent that conducted an outgoing call from the contact 
center an idea is to join CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT and RESOURCE_ table. 
Below is a SQL-query for this join. In this example CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT 
is the fact-table and RESOURCE_ is the dimension-table.  
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Select AGENT_FIRST_NAME, AGENT_LAST_NAME, CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT_KEY 
FROM CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT INNER JOIN RESOURCE_ ON 

CONTACT_ATTEMPT_FACT.RESOURCE_KEY=RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_KEY 

In Appendix G are all the queries that have been used to gather data from the database 
presented. 

3. Theory 
In the following chapter is the theoretical framework described. It focuses on how to 
design interactive systems, the scenario-based approach, prototypes and what to think 
about when displaying data in an interactive system. In section 3.1 Designing 
interactive systems is the main theoretical framework described. In section 3.2 Using 
a scenario-based design approach is the main method of writing and defining 
requirements presented. The scenario-based approach has resulted in a prototype, 
which concept is described in section 3.3 Prototypes. This prototype has been 
evaluated using cooperative evaluation, which is described, in section 3.4. 

3.1 Designing interactive systems 

In the past, system development has tended towards beeing ‘technology-centered”. 
But there has been a change. Today developers thrive to develop systems that are 
accessible and enjoyable to use rather than focusing on the technology itself (Benyon, 
2010). This has resulted in a software development business where developers value 
people and their opinions rather than technical specifications. One of many types of 
systems that are being developed today is the interactive system. Benyon (2010) 
define interactive systems as “…things that deal with the transmission, display, 
storage or transformation of information that people can perceive”. In other words, 
all systems that people can interact with. 

Developing an interactive system is not easy. Benyon (2010) state that it is important 
to involve and understand users in order to achieve a system that is usable. Another 
important issue is to understand what activities that the users want to perform as well 
as understanding the environment and context where these activities take place. 
Benyon (2010) means that the interactive systems design approach contains four 
major processes; understanding, envisionment, design and evaluation as illustrated in 
figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Designing interactive system processes (Benyon, 2010) 

Understanding! Envisionment! Design! Evaluation!
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As mentioned above, a lot of the work should be dedicated to research when 
developing new software. The research is conducted to understand and analyze the 
demands, ambitions and desires that the users have for the software (Benyon, 2010). 
And by using interviews, focus groups and workshops the developer can understand 
these very questions. Benyon (2010) means that if you as a designer engage with 
people to answer these questions, you will acquire personal stories and experiences 
that you can take into account when eliciting requirements for the software. In the 
following section is the method for eliciting requirements described. It focuses in 
describing the scenario-based approach and the relation between the different pieces 
within it. 

3.2 Using a scenario-based design approach 

A scenario is a story based on real world experiences of how people carry out certain 
tasks and undertake different challenges. It moves the design focus from defining 
system operation such as in functional specifications to describe how people can use a 
system to fulfill work tasks and assignments (Rosson & Carroll, 2002). Sceniaros are 
very useful in the understanding, envisioning and evaluation processes. According to 
Rosson and Carroll (2002) scenario-based design is concrete and support visible 
progress in a way that facilitates the design work. It does also lead to a usable 
application by always highlighting people and their experiences in the design process. 
Moreover, it does also raise questions on many design levels since scenarios are 
incomplete and evocative by its definition (Rosson & Carroll, 2002). 

Benyon (2010) states that the scenario-based approach contain stories, conceptual and 
concrete scenarios and use cases. These types of scenarios are different in terms of 
abstraction level but they all relate to each other. A story can be captured in many 
forms such as from photographs, documents or focus group discussions. A conceptual 
scenario is an abstract description of this story. Reshaping similar stories into 
structured conceptual scenarios is a very useful method to understand and generate 
requirements. Benyon (2010) means that one story can be represented in several more 
abstract and detailed conceptual scenarios. Concrete scenarios are even more detailed 
than the conceptual ones. In concrete scenarios specific design details and constraints 
are added (Benyon, 2010).  

 

 
Figure 5 – Connection between stories and scenarios (Benyon, 2010) 

Benyon (2010) states that conceptual scenarios are very useful when eliciting 
requirements for a system. One conceptual scenario can represent many stories and 
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many conceptual scenarios can represent one story (See figure 5). The conceptual 
scenario does not give any specification on with what technology or how the 
functionality should be provided. It usually just represents what processes and 
functionalities that has to be completed by the system.  

Using scenarios is very useful when developing software because it's a technique that 
can be used throughout the whole software development lifecycle (Benyon 2010). 
The scenarios that are used in the understanding phase are less abstract than the ones 
that are used in the design phase but they still relate to the same stories. The scenarios 
can also be used in the evaluation phase to make sure that the system is fulfilling its 
requirements.  In the following section are the concepts of the prototype presented. A 
prototype is used to externalize ideas and concepts in this project.  

3.3 Prototypes 

Benyon (2010) defines prototypes as a ‘concrete but partial representation or 
implementation of a system design’. Prototypes are widely used to externalize and 
exemplify ideas during the envisionment phase. They are also great communication 
tools and outstanding means of receiving opinions about certain design 
implementation. Prototypes are often used to display a concept but can also be used to 
show functionality. In interactive systems design the prototype is also interactive. The 
users are supposed to engage and interact with the prototype.  

Prototypes are very helpful tools in a scenario based design approach. They can 
illustrate and externalize the concrete scenarios to the users and expose the prototype 
(and underlying concrete scenarios) to criticism.  Benyon (2010) states that the 
prototypes can be of several kinds; cardboard, post-it e.g. and they are generally 
divided into two different types, high fidelity (HI-FI) and low fidelity (LOW-FI) 
prototypes (Benyon, 2010).  

HI-FI prototypes are similar to the final product in terms of what Benyon (2010) calls 
‘look and feel’. The functionality is not necessarily the same as the end product but it 
gives a reflection of how the final product will function. According to Benyon (2010) 
HI-FI prototypes are suitable for detailed evaluation of main elements such as content, 
visuals, interactivity and functionality. These prototypes are generally used when the 
developer is relatively versed in the software development process and fairly far into 
the project. Even though if the developer is well prepared, HI-FI prototypes can be 
problematic. People believe them, and for a user that has been demonstrated a HI-FI 
prototype, details, rather than concepts can be questioned. For example, a user that 
sees a prototype with a lot of nicely looking advanced charts may question the design 
of the colors rather than the data it presents. So therefore it’s very important to 
analyze the customers’ thoughts deeply before exposing them to a HI-FI prototype. 
It’s also important to make sure that everything that is displayed in the prototype is 
understandable. For example, displaying lab-data in a HI-FI prototype might create 
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confusion among the users since they may not be familiar with certain entities or 
values that are not “normal” (Benyon, 2010).  

In the following section is cooperative evaluation presented. The cooperative 
evaluation method is based on the HI-FI prototype and scenarios presented hitherto in 
this chapter. 

3.4 Information presentation framework 

According to Sommerville (2007) all interactive systems provide methods for 
presenting information to its users. This can simply be a direct presentation of some 
input such as “pop up” or advanced visualizations of data. Sommerville (2007) states 
that a good design guideline is to separate data from the software required for 
presenting it, see figure 6. With this structure you can change the way the data is 
presented without having to change the underlying computational system such as the 
database design where the information is stored.  

 

Figure 6 – Somerville’s information presentation guideline (Sommerville, 2007) 

Another very common way of presenting data in an interactive system is by using the 
MVC approach, also known as the Model-View-Controller approach (Sommerville, 
2007). In figure 7 is an illustration of the MVC-approach. It supports multiple 
presentations of data and lets the user interact with the system by input devices such 
as voice, mouse and keyboard. By using the MVC- approach users can interact with 
the information in a way that is appropriate to the specific task. As Sommerville 
(2007) put it, the data that is to be displayed is encapsulated in a model object where 
each model object may have a number of separate view objects. This allows the 
software developer to choose the most suitable representation of each data set. For 
example, a model that represents a numeric value such as number of citizens in 
Sweden might be represented by both a view with a histogram and another view that 
represents the data as a regular table.   
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!

Figure 7 - The MVC-approach (Sommerville, 2007) 

An application within the MVC-approach responds to the users actions and updates 
fields, views and graphical representations of data simultaneously as the user interacts 
with the applications user interface. In section 4.8.1 An event-driven application 
within the MVC-framework is a more detailed description of how the high fidelity 
prototype fits into the MVC-framework.  

3.5 What information should be presented? 

Before deciding on how to design the object and view framework you have to ask 
yourself some questions, or rather, the users some questions. Sommerville (2007) 
present these guidelines:!

! Is the user interested in a precise presentation of information or the 
relationship between the data values? 
 

! Is the software intended to be used as a dashboard where information values 
change rapidly or is it intended to report historic data sets? 

 
! What interaction level is needed to fulfill the user need?  

 
! What type of data is to be displayed? Is it numeric values, textual or both? Are 

relative values of information items important? 

These guidelines were used during the understanding phase to form the focus group 
questions, which can be found in Appendix K.  
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3.6 How should information be presented? 

When using graphics you have to be cautious because it takes up valuable screen 
space. This means that you as a developer have to understand how information should 
be presented and why. Sommerville (2007) states that one guideline is to display 
static data in separate textual representations where it is distinguished from dynamic 
data. Textual representations take up less screen space but are harder to perceive 
immediately so it’s important to deliberate carefully when representing data as text. 
Sommerville (2007) states that textual representation should be used when precise and 
accurate information about a specific object is to be presented, if the data is not 
changing quickly. If the data is quickly changing or if the user is interested in the 
relationships between data rather than a specific value, then a graphic representation 
should be picked. In the following subsections are some examples provided. The 
subsection is supposed to explain and justify why some graphs have been used more 
than others. 

!

3.6.1 Different graphs provide different information 

By being cautious when considering a suitable representation type you can transmit 
the information that is intended to a specific user. The main goal with information 
presentation software is not to present all data as quick and cool as possible, it’s about 
the intent to send a message that a specific user will receive and understand. For 
example, an executive manager is not interested in specific data sets or the exact 
number of some kind of data. The executive manager is interested in getting a quick 
overview where trends and abnormalities can be spotted in the business 
(Sommerville, 2007). In the two diagrams below are the exact same data represented. 
In figure 8 is a clustered column chart to represent sales in a specific department. 
There chart is clear, trends are easy to spot and the chart can be understood at a 
glance. On the other hand, in figure 9 is a textual representation of the same data. This 
table is more precise and provides exact numbers. In the example above with the 
executive manager, the graphical representation would probably be the best 
(Sommerville, 2007). 

!
!
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!
Figure 8 – Example of a clustered column chart 

!
Month& Sales&
Jan& 3400&
Feb& 3300&

March& 2100&
April& 3550&

Figure 9 – Example of a textual representation 

Another example of when the benefits of graphical representations can be used is 
when you want to display data in a relationship to a fixed value or goal. Sommerville 
calls this Continuous analogue displays. By using these types of representations the 
user will get a good sense of relative value without having to know the exact 
maximum/minimum values which minimize apprehension time and human errors 
(Sommerville, 2007). In figure 10 it can be seen that this type of representation is a 
powerful and intuitive tool to display this kind of information (Sommerville, 2007). 
Other displays of this kind can be “traffic lights” that presents a green, yellow or red 
light depending on the situation. In reports this kind of gauges can be a simple yet 
effective way of delivering message.   
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Figure 10 – Example of continuous analogue display from QlikView 

4. Methodology 
In this chapter is a detailed description of how the design of the interactive system 
proceeded. The thesis methodology will be broken down into different parts 
describing how time was allocated during the project, how information was collected 
and how the presentation software was chosen. In section 4.1 is the project schedule 
and time allocation presented. After section 4.1 is a detailed description of why 
QlikView was chosen as a tool in this application. In section 4.4 and section 4.5 are 
descriptions of how data was collected and evaluated during the project. Finally, in 
section 4.6 to 4.8 is the software development process described. This chapter is 
meant to describe and elaborate the theoretical framework discussed in chapter 3 
Theory.   

4.1 Project schedule 

The scheduling and allocation of time was considered to be an important issue from 
the very first day in the project. The schedule was based on the four phases and their 
sub-tasks that are described in 3.1 Designing interactive systems. As seen in the Gantt 
chart in figure 11, many tasks were performed simultaneously. For example, to be 
able to choose a suitable methodology and theory, it was necessary to get an 
understanding of QlikView itself and how to query data from the Windows SQL 
database. This fact made the allocation of time even more important. 

The project started with an introduction week at TeliaSoneras office where a 
computer, a desk to sit at and access to servers was retrieved. After the initial week 
the understanding phase was initiated. A lot of effort was put into reading 
documentation about the Genesys platform and Genesys InfoMart. After three weeks 
the development of the HI-FI prototype started. The understanding of the Genesys 
platform was enough to start writing SQL-queries and sending the data to QlikView. 
The development continued until the very end of the time period. During this time, a 
focus group was gathered. It took about two weeks to gather the domain-experts, 
forming interview guide and stimulus material and carry out the interview.  
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Figure 11 – Gantt chart 

After the focus group was conducted, two weeks of analyzing and story writing took 
place. These stories were used in the subsequent envisionment phase to form 
conceptual and concrete scenarios. It was during this time that the development of the 
HI-FI prototype really gathered intensity. As seen in the Gantt chart, “Developing HI-
FI prototype”-process was the most time-consuming task in the project. It is also 
worth noticing that the process continued simultaneously with the “Coopertive 
evaluation”-process. This was because the prototype had do be improved according to 
the change-list that the cooperative evaluation provided.  

The Gantt chart illustrates the start and finish dates for each project element. In the 
following sections iare the task elements described into more detail.  

4.2 Choosing front end tool 

When the prototype architecture was broken down into smaller components it was a 
natural distinction between where the information was stored and where it was to be 
presented. The information source and the software that was intended for 
visualization purposes were two separate products. However, more deliberation and 
evaluation was to be made regarding how and where in the system that the 
information was supposed to be manipulated, altered, and adjusted. One question that 
arose was however it was appropriate to do the alterations on database level or if it 
was better to do it in the frontend tool. Since Sommerville (2007) recommended the 
latter, that approach was chosen. Since TeliaSoneras intention was that the tool was to 
be used by several different customers in different settings the way the presentation of 
data was likely to be changed.  Sommerville (2007) states that the separation of these 
“layers” allows flexibility in the presentation software without having to alter the 
underlying system architecture hence fit TeliaSoneras needs very well.   
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QlikView is a business intelligence tool developed by the company Qlik, with their 
headquarters in Radnor, Pennsylvania. The company is originally from Lund, Sweden 
and they grow larger and gain their market share every day. Over 34 000 companies 
use QlikView to gain meaning and insights out of their data today (Qlik, 2015).  

QlikView was chosen since TeliaSonera and their customers are familiar with it. 
TeliaSonera had earlier developed QlikView applications for similar products with 
positive results. It is a powerful tool that is very good in designing interactive 
applications and fulfilled all the requirements that the master thesis statement asked 
for.  

With QlikView chosen as front-end tool, it was time to evaluate the best method of 
collecting user experiences and opinions. In the following section is the focus group-
method described. 

4.3 Focus groups 

Focus group is a research methodology that researchers have been using for almost a 
hundred years (Wibeck, 2010). It is a gathering of people in a room discussing a 
certain topic or question that is predetermined. Since the purpose of the focus group 
varies a bit from the traditional face-to-face interview, the interviewers function 
varies to. An interviewer –a moderator – who initiates the discussion and introduces 
new aspects during the discussion supervises the discussion. The moderators’ role is 
not to ask certain question to a person but rather encourage the group to discuss 
openly with each other. The topic is supposed to be initiated and described by the 
moderator before the discussions start to inspire and encourage the members to 
express their opinion (Wibeck, 2010). Morgan (1996) defines focus groups as;  

“…a$research$technique$that$collects$data$through$group$interaction$on$a$topic$determined$
by$the$researcher.$$In$essence,$it$is$the$researcher’s$interest$that$provides$the$focus,$

whereas$the$data$themselves$come$from$the$group$interaction.”!

The main difference that distinct focus groups from other research methodologies is 
the focus on interactions. Many other interview types are conducted one-to-one and 
group interviews are not to be confused with focus groups since they do not have a 
moderator and does not have a preset topic to be discussed (Wibeck, 2010).  

4.3.1 Practical use of focus groups    

Morgan (1984) identifies four steps within a focus group study; planning, recruitment 
of domain-experts, acting as a moderator and analysis. Wibeck (2010) suggest that 
the first question the researcher should ask is regarding what overall question that is 
supposed to be examined. Depending on the answer of this question, the researcher 
has to decide whether it’s appropriate to conduct a structured or unstructured focus 
group interview. By taking several different values in account, such as the amount of 
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people in the focus group, the relationship among them and the topic that is to be 
discussed, an appropriate type can be chosen.  Morgan (1996) state that if the overall 
purpose of the study is to examine what the focus group think about a certain topic, a 
unstructured type is most likely to do the job well. In this focus group form, the goal 
is an open discussion within the group where the moderator listens and monitors the 
interactions rather than controlling them. However, if it is a sensitive topic or if the 
hierarchy within the group may interfere with the discussion dynamics, a more 
governing moderator is needed to let everyone in the group to be heard. Wibeck 
(2010) states that there are also some situations that might make it necessary to 
combine these two forms of focus groups. There can for example be questions that the 
researcher is particularly interested in or situations where the moderator has to 
redirect the discussion back to topic (Wibeck, 2010). In this thesis, there are some 
questions that are particularly important and this is why a semi-structured form has 
been chosen. An interview guide will therefore be used when these focus groups are 
being conducted. The interview guide can be found in Appendix L. 

Another question the researcher has to deliberate is regarding how many focus groups 
that is to be conducted and with how many people. According to Dunbar (1997) a 
focus group should not be bigger than four people. If it’s bigger than four it will be 
impossible to keep the participants attention. Svedberg (1992) states several motives 
why a small group size is appropriate when conducting focus group interviews. He 
states that the more people you add in a group- the less influence and commitment 
from each member is feasible. So by using a small group size everybody will be able 
to express their opinion and ask questions. A smaller group does not need a solid 
structure to be successful, since everybody will be able to speak without routines and 
allocation of time among the domain-experts (Wibeck, 2010).   

When the researcher has decided on focus group type and size it’s time to start 
thinking of which members that are to be included in the focus group. Jarret (1996) 
states that by using a homogenous group of people you obtain a more simple and 
effective exchange of information. For example, if bullying in a school is to be 
examined, a good idea is to separate students from teachers in two different focus 
groups. Since the focus groups in this thesis are conducted on TeliaSonera with their 
employees, the participants are considered to be homogenous. Kitzinger & Barbour 
(1999) means that even though it’s a good idea to strive to collect a homogenous 
group the researcher should be aware of not aiming of finding a group with 
consensus. Because within a group that share consensus, discussions rarely are 
fruitful. Moreover states Wibeck (2010) that even though the groups are homogenous 
one aim of the research should be to strive to achieve the “spirit of contradiction”.  

4.3.2 Stimulus material and interview guide 

According to Wibeck (2010) it is important to give out a stimulus material to the 
domain-experts before the focus group takes place. This material can be of any kind 
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and combinations of articles, quotes, pictures and video clips as examples.  Although 
the focus groups in this thesis are homogenous, the interviewee’s knowledge about 
certain topics varies slightly. A material that raises questions and curiosity is therefore 
a suitable tool to establish a positive attitude towards the interview and to embrace a 
positive interview climate. The material should however be treated with caution. Even 
though the purpose with material is to influence the focus group, you don’t want it to 
take over and guide the whole discussion. The material should ask question rather 
than giving answers or presenting facts. Therefore Wibeck (2010) recommend the 
moderator to send out the material a few days before the focus group meets.  

The stimulus material that was chosen in this study was a combination of all the 
media types mentioned above. There were two photos of a simple prototype, a link 
two a website with a QlikView application and a motivational video of Hans Rosling. 
The stimulus material can be found in Appendix K.  

4.4 The software development lifecycle 

In figure 12 is an illustration of Benyon’s software development lifecycle when 
designing interactive systems. The top elements illustrated in blue represent Benyon’s 
(2010) main processes that were mentioned in section 3.1 Designing interactive 
systems. Below them are several boxes illustrated in white, these boxes represents the 
different methodologies that have been used during this project. The purpose with this 
illustration is to show how the separate parts fit together. As seen in the Gantt chart in 
section 4.1, the understanding and envisionment process have been the most time 
consuming during this project.  In the following sections are these processes with 
associated methodologies described into more detail.  

!
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Focus!group!

Stories!
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Design!
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Figure 12 – The consolidated design approach 

4.5 Understanding 

The understanding process started immediately when the project was initiated. A lot 
of effort was put into reading documentation about the Genesys platform and the 
InfoMart data mart. When I had a general picture over the product offering and the 
technology behind, it was time to increase the understanding by forming focus 
groups.  

The first focus group was conducted on the 24th of March 2015. The purpose of the 
focus group was to gather people with management responsibilities with good insight 
to the customers businesses. The focus group was supposed to answer questions about 
the customers businesses, what information they were interested in and in what way 
they wanted it presented. A relatively large room was booked in TeliaSoneras office 
in Uppsala. According to Wibeck (2010) it’s very important that you choose a 
suitable interview environment so that the respondents can feel certain and safe. A 
room for eight people was booked to make sure that everybody felt comfortable. On 
the 23rd of March 2015, one day before the meeting, a stimulus material was sent to 
the domain-experts. The purpose of this material was to engage them in the upcoming 
discussion and inspire them to think out of the box. The material contained an 
inspirational video of Hans Rosling, some document over available reports in 
Genesys Interactive Insight and demo of a QlikView application.  

My supervisor Henrik Thalin recommended the employees that were chosen for my 
first focus group. The domain-experts knew each other and had been working together 
for many years. But according to Wibeck (2010) this is not a problem. Since focus 
groups aim to get people to share information, personal stories and experiences 
regarding the topic, people tend to be more open and easier to interview when they 
are among a group of people they know (Wibeck, 2010).  

Table 1 – Focus group 1 

Name Position 

Jutta Billström CIS Proj & Contr 
Management 

Helena Metcalfe Product & Offering 
Manager 

Åsa Hedman Genesys tech consulting 
Åse Rundberg Genesys tech consulting 

!

The discussion was recorded with a recording device and was analyzed the following 
day. From the discussions, several stories was stated and written down. These stories 
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and scenarios can be found in Appendix A, B and C. The stories were formed using 
the following structure to ensure that as much information as possible was being 
collected (Codesqueeze, 2008).  

Table 2 – Story framework 

Story title 

As a [role] 

I want [feature] 

So that [benefit] 
 

 

Table 3 – Example of story 

Need of easily 
accessible business 
reports 

As a manager 

I want to see direct and 
intuitive business 
reports 

So that I can ensure that 
the business is fulfilling 
its goals 
 

 

4.6 Envisionment 

When a basic understanding of the Genesys platform has been reached its time to 
visualize and externalize the developers ideas into something that the users can 
perceive. According to Benyon (2010) this can take shape in forms of scenarios, 
cardboard models and software prototypes. To be able to understand important 
information and to make the information more abstract, conceptual scenarios were 
used extensively during the envisionment phase.  

The envisionment phase is helpful since it allows the developer to represent design 
solutions and receive feedback from customers and users. During this phase, a lot of 
communication and evaluation occurs and multiple design solutions are tested and 
exposed to criticism. Benyon (2010) states that the various ways of externalizing 
ideas provide the developer with tools that simplify the communication with clients, 
colleagues and customers. These approaches are however not complete and have to be 
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used in an appropriate way to be useful. A suitable representation is not necessary the 
most detailed one, it might be the one that is accurate enough to illustrate the most 
important parts of the project and avoiding confusion with the ones that aren’t. The 
representation type is a fundamental part of the envisionment phase, but so is how the 
representations are being used (Sommerville, 2007). Or as Benyon (2010) states, 
different representations fit in different stages of a project.  

The understanding phase provided a list of stories. These stories were used to extract 
scenarios. The idea was that the conceptual scenarios would reveal details about the 
end-users thoughts about the product and their requirements. When the details were 
reviewed a more thorough HI-FI prototype could be developed. This prototype was 
thereafter a subjected to criticism where the intention was firstly to ensure that the 
conceptual scenarios corresponded to the users perception of what they requested and 
secondly that the conceptual scenarios was being displayed in the HI-FI prototype in 
appropriate way.  

An example of a conceptual scenario is: 

A team-leader wants to see a list of calls an agent has been participated in during a 
specific day 

Concrete scenarios are even more detailed than the conceptual ones. In concrete 
scenarios specific details about design decisions and constraints are added. According 
to Benyon (2010) concrete scenarios are more detailed than the conceptual scenarios 
and include information about design. An example of a concrete scenario is: 

The call-view should display the total time in system of a specific call. E.g. the sum of 
hold, ring, talk and queue time. The information should be displayed in a clustered 

column chart grouped by call. 

In the following section are design aspects discussed of the framework presented in 3. 
Theory. It discusses the QlikView interface as well as how functionality and 
information has divided within the framework. 

4.7 Design 

This chapter will focus on the fundamental design aspects and framework of 
QlikView-applications and the conceptual design of the high fidelity-prototype. The 
MVC-framework is supposed to describe the physical design of the QlikView user 
interface and an easily understandable rich picture illustrates the conceptual design 
and associated arguments.   

4.7.1 QlikView – An event-driven application within the MVC-framework 

QlikView is an event-driven application like many others today. It does also meet 
Somerville’s’ (2007) information presentation guideline where data presentation 
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should be separated from the data source. It responds to user actions such as mouse 
clicks and key presses and updates the information displayed to the user. When a user 
interact with the user interface, for example choosing a date in a drop down list or 
clicking on a certain column in a clustered column chart, QlikView handles the 
interaction. It applies a tag - a selection that is active until it’s removed and updates 
related graphs and statistics.  

According to Sommerville (1993) an MVC-application contain three different parts or 
as Benyon (2010) like to call them, elements. 

4) The Model 
5) The View 
6) The Controller 

These three elements help to manage complex design interactions without being to 
abstract. The model-element handles logic for the application data and retrieves query 
data from the Microsoft SQL Server. The view element handles the display of the 
queried data and displays it to the user using different statistics, lists and continuous 
analogue displays. The controller element handles the interaction with the user. This 
can be buttons, input boxes, sliders etc. In QlikView the controller element reads data 
from a view, manage user interactions such as filters, put tags on it and send input 
data to the model element (Sommerville, 1993). In the following subsection is the 
conceptual design described. It aims to explain the functionality as a set of concepts 
and ideas. The purpose with this subsection is to conceptualize the main features of 
the prototype and to illustrate the relationship among them.  

4.7.2 Conceptual design 

Good software is understandable to the users. Understanding the users and 
implementing it in a way that is comprehensible by the users achieve understandable 
software (Sommerville, 1993). Conceptual design is in contrast to physical design 
very abstract. The conceptual design is about deciding what functions and information 
that is needed to achieve its purpose to the users. It appeared in the focus group that 
there are three main stakeholders in this application;  

! Manager 
! Team-leader 
! Agent 

By using a rich picture it’s possible to conceptualize the main features of the system. 
This method provides an illustration of the main conceptual relationships between the 
stakeholders.  In figure 13 is a rich picture of the Genesys platform with the main 
stakeholders. The most important aspect of the rich picture is to identify issues or 
concerns of the stakeholders, which can be used to focus the design work on the most 
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important issues (Benyon, 2010). The rich picture and it’s related issues and concerns 
are based on the focus group that is described in section 4.6 Understanding. 

When evaluating the conceptual design it’s important to keep things abstract and 
focus on ”what”-questions rather than ”how”-questions. The conceptual design is not 
meant to describe details and concrete design aspects. It is slightly more focused on 
logics, structures and contents rather than exact illustrations of how tasks are 
performed within the system (Benyon, 2010).   

!

Figure 13 - Rich picture 

In order to fulfill the main requirements of the HI-FI prototype the functionality was 
divided into several smaller segments. The rich picture in figure 13 shows that 
different stakeholders request different design solutions. In order to fulfill all 
stakeholders’ needs and to cover the major scenarios, the following views were 
created in QlikView;  

! Overview 
! Team-leader view 
! Agent view 
! Call view 
! Mail view 

4.8 Evaluation 

In section 3.4 Cooperative evaluation is the theoretical framework and characteristics 
for cooperative evaluation described. This section is supposed to describe how 
cooperative evaluation was used in this project.   
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By using cooperative evaluation it was possible to see whether the HI-FI prototype 
was successful or not. The scope with the evaluation sessions was also to result in a 
list of improvements in order to make the prototoype better. As seen in the Gantt chart 
in section 4.1 Project Schedule, the prototype development continued during the 
cooperative evaluation process in order to improve the prototype and to carry through 
the change list.  

A limited evaluation process was conducted by recruiting users at TeliaSoneras office 
in Uppsala. Since cooperative evaluation is good for analyzing both partial and fully 
working prototypes this method were considered to be appropriate for this project. 
But in order to achieve a good cooperative evaluation session the tasks that are 
supposed to be carried through has to be concrete and specific (Monk et. Al, 1993). 
Conceptual scenarios were therefor chosen as tasks in the evaluation. The cooperative 
evaluation session was a good opportunity to evaluate whether the stories were 
collected in a successful way or not. It did also provide a tool to see if the conceptual 
scenarios were formed in an appropriate way in the envisionment process.  

The evaluation process is described in three subsections that Monk et. Al (1993) 
distinguishes in their run-time guide; before, during and after. 

4.8.1 Before 

Before participants were recruited the target user population had to be defined again. 
The target user population is supposed to represent the main stakeholders. So, the 
evaluation group had to represent the users types of Agent, Team-leader and 
Manager. Monk et. Al (1993) means that it is hard but also very important to recruit 
participants who are as similar to the target population as possible. And since no end-
user could be included in the study, domain experts from the TeliaSonera office in 
Uppsala were chosen. Monk et. Al (1993) states that if participants are not recruited 
directly from the identified target user population it is important to make sure that the 
recruited participants share the same characteristics as the target group. Important 
questions to ask your self are whether the participants’ knowledge of the task domain 
is enough, if they are experienced with computers and input devices and if their level 
of education and problem solving meets the target groups. For all these questions, the 
answer is yes, so the participants are considered to be appropriate and similar to the 
target user population. 

Since the time to conduct the evaluation was relatively limited and since the 
participants were all in a very busy work period the evaluation had to be planned very 
carefully.  

Table 4 – Evaluation group 

Name Position 
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Henrik Thalin 

 
Software Engineer at 

TeliaSonera AB 

 
William Sjöstedt 

 
Software Engineer at 

TeliaSonera AB 
  

 

After the users were recruited and an appropriate date was chosen it was time to 
prepare the tasks that the users were supposed to conduct. Monk et. Al (1993) 
mentions the importance of having thoughtfully chosen tasks that fits the prototype 
and vice versa. But there are also some more practical aspects to take into account 
when doing cooperative evaluation. A task sheet should be handed to the user before 
the evaluation start. To maximize the results of the evaluation it is also important to 
document the evaluation. By using a voice recording device it was possible to sit 
down calmly after the evaluation session was conducted to analyze the domain-
experts comments.  

With Monk et. Al (1993) guidelines several ‘rules’ were formed. The tasks were not 
supposed to take longer than four minutes to perform and the total evolution time was 
not going to exceed one hour. The tasks were also focused on the most important part 
of the prototype, which is the Team-leader stakeholder and the functionalities that 
related to that user. It did however also include tasks related to all stakeholders. 

4.8.2 During the evaluation 

When the session started I encouraged the participants to ’think openly’ and express 
their thoughts throughout the session. I also asked them questions so that a continuous 
dialogue was achieved. Furthermore I informed the participants that they’re not the 
ones that are under evaluation; the software is, so that they felt secure to express their 
opinions (Monk et. Al, 1993).  

During the session I noted the behavior of the participants and wrote brief remarks for 
occurrences of unexpected behavior. However, since I used voice-recording devices I 
focused on being active in the dialogues with the participants.  

4.8.3 After 

When the session was over we discussed the prototype itself into detail. Since a lot of 
fruitful information is obtained during this phase I kept the voice recording device on 
to record it (Monk et. Al, 1993). I asked the questions that Monk et. Al (1993) stated 
in the Cooperative Evaluation: A run-time guide (See Appendix E) once again. I also 
asked some additional, more specific, questions about my prototype. These questions 
are also submitted in Appendix E. This part of the evaluation turned out to be very 
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important and the participants submitted a lot of interesting insights and ideas that 
was used to improve the prototype.  

The cooperative evaluations session resulted in a list of improvements is described 
into more detail in section 5.4 Evaluation.  

5. Results 
This chapter is divided into the four processes Understanding, Envisionment, Design 
and Evaluation. The purpose with this sectioning is to divide the empirical findings 
and results into the same model that was used to develop the application. In section 
5.1 Understanding is the initial process described. It aims to discuss difficulties that 
arose during the project and to describe the results into more detail. The second one is 
the Envisionment process. In this section screenshots of the application are presented. 
It describes the user interface and how data is represented. It’s recommended to read 
through section 5.3 Design before going through section 5.2 Envisionment. 

5.1 Understanding 

In the process of understanding the system and data within it, focus group interviews 
with domain experts are conducted. The focus group interview is not only conducted 
to understand the system itself, it is also a great tool to understand why a data 
discovery tool was needed in the first place. The focus group involved people 
working with two different products, Genesys and Callguide. The discussion was 
therefor extremely fruitful and covered interesting topics. The domain-experts agreed 
on a lot of things and shared the same ideas of what was important for the customers. 
One example that both the domain-experts agreed on was the importance of 
interrelationship between queue times and how satisfied they were after the calls were 
finished. They also shared the same experiences of customers asking for integrating 
call-center data and other system such as sales data. These sets of relationships are 
however not included in this study. 

A big part of the focus group interview involved discussions about what types of 
potential end-users that exist and if the different customers share these end-user types. 
The domain-experts agreed on that it existed three stakeholders; team-leaders, agents 
and managers. The largest stakeholder group is the team-leader role. The team-leader 
is a person responsible for a certain part of the contact center and a number of agents. 
According to the domain-experts the team-leaders are busy and want an easy-to-use 
application with concrete and perspicuous information display. They do not ask for 
very detailed information but rather a quick display of relevant information. 
Information about service level, numbers of incoming calls and emails are some of 
the statistics that are interesting for these users. According to the domain-experts, data 
and information is valuable if it’s connected to something else or context. In the 
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following subsection, 5.2 Envisionment is the result of how the focus group results 
influenced the prototype design.  

5.2 Envisionment 

It occurred in the focus group discussions that a good way of this displaying data 
would be to use traffic light gauges to inform about how the agent-group is 
performing compared to its goals. Since the focus groups indicated that the team-
leader would require this type of presentations, this type of chart was used as the 
major information presentation for the agents in the prototype. These charts were 
mainly used in the agent-view hence available for both team-leaders and agents. 

Depending on what information the user is interested in it can adjust the information 
flow with buttons. The main user of this “level” is, as mentioned above, the team-
leader, which implies that charts such as traffic light gauges can be used to display 
information of how the agent is performing compared to its colleagues and pre-set 
goals. But there is also another use of the agent-view. It can also be used for the 
second stakeholder; agent. It displays the same data with the restriction that one agent 
can only view its own statistics and how it’s are performing compared to its 
colleagues.  

In figure 14 and figure 15 are snapshots of the agent-view. The team-leader is offered 
to pick a year, month and/or a specific date. When this selection is made the user is 
prompted to pick an agent. When the team-leader has picked an agent, buttons appear.  

 

Figure 14 – Snapshot 1 of Agent-view 
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The user can navigate within the view with the buttons to display information that it’s 
interested in. As mentioned above, if an agent is using the application, it will directly 
reach the screen seen in figure 16 with a limited access to its data. As seen in figure 
15 continuous analogue displays are used frequently. They provide a comprehensible 
and quick display of data that are easily interpreted which minimizes the risk of 
missunderstandment.  

 Figure 15 – Snapshot 1 of Agent-view 

 

If the team-leader is interested in more detailed information such as list of calls or 
how long the calls have been the team-leader has to switch to the call-view as 
illustrated in figure 16. If the team-leader clicks the blue button in the bottom-right 
corner, it will be directed to the Call-View in figure 17 where these calls are described 
into granular level. 
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Figure 16 – Snapshot 3 of Agent-view 

When the user has chosen to continue, a list of detailed information is presented for 
the interactions that were active in the agent view. The user can navigate within the 
call-view to see top-list of calls and technical information. It can also pick a specific 
interaction that it wants to investigate even further.  

 

Figure 17 – Snapshot of Call-view 
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In figure 18 is a snapshot of the mail-view. Similar information as in the call-view is 
presented but the information is about email-traffic instead. 

 

Figure 18 – Snapshot of Mail-view 

The focus groups did also reveal some useful information regarding data integrity. It 
also showed that this is somehow dependent on the customer. The agent might be 
interested to see how it’s performing compared to its colleagues. This might however 
be undesirable from a team-leaders or management point of view. In this prototype 
data integrity is not taken into account. 

In figure 19 is a snapshot of statistics objects within the team-leader view. It shows 
how column charts and textual representations are used together in the same view. 
The top object shows the types of interactions grouped by the different team name. 
The bottom left object describes the total number of interactions that was handled by 
the team. To the right of it is a textual representation that describes the data in detail. 
It gives the number of calls, the number of interactions as well as an after call work 
ratio and average call length. The two graphical representation objects give a nice 
overview where trends and abnormalities can be spotted, whereas the textual 
representation is more detailed. The use of colors in the textual representation does 
however improve the functionality by coloring the cell, green, yellow or red 
depending on if it is above, below or in the middle of two target values.   
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Figure 19 – Snapshot of statistical objects within Team-leader view 

In the following section 5.3 Design is the conceptual and physical design described 
briefly. It focuses on describing and identifying how functions and information is 
composed within the application. 

5.3 Design 

Conceptual design is a tool to identify functions and information that is needed to 
achieve the requirements of the software. As illustrated in the rich picture in the 
subsection 4.8.2 Conceptual design, four different stakeholders has to be taken into 
account when designing the application. In order to fulfill these stakeholders’ 
demands the software and its associated content have been structured into the five 
main activities; 

! Overview 
! Team-leader 
! Agent 
! Call 
! Mail 

In figure 20 is a box-plot showing the conceptual design. As illustrated in it, users can 
switch between the different views in order to drill-down data. The idea with the 
conceptual design is to divide the functionality into the different views in order to 
achieve a smooth workflow and design. 
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Figure 20 - Conceptual design 

A view in QlikView is a sheet on which the developer can apply buttons, charts, text 
and other interactive objects. When switching between views, current filter such as 
Date, Resource ID and Media Type will remain as described in the MVC-framework 
in 4.8. 1 QlikView – An event-driven application within the MVC-framework. This is a 
good feature for drill-down function e.g. choosing a filter in day-view (for example a 
specific day) and switching to agent-view to evaluate a specific agent. The interaction 
within the MVC-framework is very intuitive and the flow between the components is 
very good. In figure 21 is an illustration of the collaboration between the MVC 
elements in QlikView. In this example is a user adding a filter, such as the date 
February 20th. The controller object recognize the filter-change and manipulate the 
model which in turn load new data from the database and send a request to the view 
object to update the information. 

 

Figure 21 – Collaboration between components in QlikView (Sommerville, 2007) 
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5.4 Evaluation 

The evaluation was extremely fruitful. The cooperative evaluation method was a 
relatively quick and efficient way to gather the users’ opinions and thoughts. The 
evaluation showed that several parts of the prototype could be improved both in terms 
of usability and application architecture. The evaluation identified ‘major problems’ 
in the prototyp but the session did also provide comments about minor faults and 
usability issues. A decision was taken to review the recordings and notes and to form 
a document with a list of changes that had to be made. The concrete and conceptual 
scenarios were also reviewed, changed and elaborated to fulfill the new requirements. 
The final result can be seen in section 5.2 Envisionment and the change list can be 
found in Appendix G.  

The participants discussed the application architecture and how data could be 
presented within these views. The participants asked whether it was possible to use 
more buttons to show and hide graphs since the prototype was a bit of ‘information-
overload’ in their opinion. The participants did also ask for buttons to navigate within 
the application. Instead of letting the user switch between views themselves, the 
participants asked for buttons to navigate between the views.  

The participants did also find the combination graphs of email and phone interactions 
a bit confusing. They agreed on that a distinct split of email and phone interactions 
into separate views was an appropriate way to solve this problem. The main issues 
were however related to the user interface. Issues like column names in charts had to 
be modified to be more understandable, numerical values had to be added to the 
continuous analogue displays to make more sense. Other designs that was questioned 
were the by that time actual date picker, the imperceptible current-choices box and the 
absence of possibility to search for an InteractionID in a search tool in the Call-view.    

The participants asked a lot of questions and ‘thought out loud’ during the whole 
evaluation. They did also ask each other about how to perform certain tasks and other 
uncertainties. After about 40 minutes, the ‘task-evaluation’ was finished and de-
briefing started. We discussed the questions in Appendix E for about 15 minutes 
before the cooperative evaluation was completed.  

In the following section, 6. Discussions are discussions and thoughts that originate 
from the system development process presented. They are discussed in accordance to 
the thesis goals stated in 1.1 Purpose. 
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6. Discussions 
During this whole thesis, questions regarding what the end-users want, like and think 
of the application have arisen. A focus group has been conducted with interesting 
results but an urge to envision these ideas and subject them to end-user evaluation has 
always been there.  However, even though no end-users have been included in the 
study, positive results can be concluded and derived. Below are discussions presented 
regarding how the development has proceeded. The discussions are divided into the 
three pieces stated in 1.1 Purpose in order to answer the purpose in an as clearly way 
as possible.   

Use cases & data cross-correlation- In the understanding phase several scenarios 
have been elicited. The conceptual scenarios represent the ‘reports’ that are supposed 
to be compiled in the application, and can be found in Appendix B. The data for these 
scenarios are stored in dimension and fact –tables within the database. The 
information that has been collected to fulfill the use cases has been gathered from one 
major table called INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT where each row represents 
one interaction. These fact tables’ entities have been used to join dimension tables 
such as INTERACTION_TYPE, TECHNICAL_DESCRIPTOR, DATE_TIME and 
RESOURCE_. By inner joining fact and dimension-tables, cross-correlated data can 
be gathered into one unified table and sent to QlikView.  Since that the different 
customer channels use the same properties regardless if it’s an inbound or outbound 
interaction, the same data gathering method could be used for all interactions. By 
using these methods, all concrete scenarios could be envisioned; no lack of data was 
ever encountered.  

Design solution & methods - The research showed that a proprietary front-end tool 
that fit into the MVC-approach and Sommerville’s (1993) information presentation 
guideline was likely to a good job in this project. By using these methods it was likely 
to achieve an application that was easy to alter and adjust without having to change 
the underlying data structure. In Appendix C is a list of concrete scenarios presented. 
These scenarios include design constraints and have been used to design the actual 
prototype.  

QlikView was examined since it was a tool that TeliaSonera employees were familiar 
with. It was evaluated and considered to apply to the MVC-approach. It did also offer 
the statistical functionalities that the concrete scenarios asked for. Moreover did it 
support and provide properties that were desirable when developing a high fidelity 
prototype. With these aspects beared in mind, QlikView was chosen as frond-end 
tool.  

When designing in QlikView, some aspects are very important. The research showed 
that it is very important to put a lot of work into choosing appropriate statistical 
objects to display the data. The research did also emphasize the importance of not 
blending detailed and not detailed data into the same statistical object. The focus 
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group did for example reveal that after call work data was advantageously presented 
by using continuous analogue displays rather than graphs, and that technical 
information was better to be displayed with textual objects. The focus group did also 
give very useful information regarding the conceptual design of the prototype such 
the natural flow of information and how the application was most likely to be used.   

Implementation - A major step towards answering whether or not the prototype met 
the domain-experts expectations was taken when the prototype was subjected to 
criticism in the cooperative evaluation. The cooperative evaluation gave overall 
positive results and provided a lot of interesting insights regarding the design of the 
application. Overall, the evaluation indicated that the stories and scenarios were 
collected in an overall successful way. The participants did seem to understand the 
conceptual design and a consensus about the concepts were shared within the domain-
experts group. They were also able to use and interact with the view-framework as 
intended.  

During the cooperative evaluation, participants performed tasks that corresponded to 
the different stakeholders. The flow between the overview, team-leader, agent, call 
and mail view seemed to work out pretty nicely. It was possible to overlook the whole 
business in the overview view and to choose an agent group from which a certain 
agent could be picked. These agents’ interactions could thereafter be evaluated. The 
prototypes drill-down functionality enabled the participant to find anomalies and 
patterns on many different levels such as in time, agent, agent group, virtual queue 
etc.  

It was very interesting to see the importance of choosing appropriate charts for the 
data. Sommerville’s’ (1993) kind of self explained conclusion that screen space is 
always limited was nevertheless very true. The participants’ thoughts and ideas 
implied even more that screen space had to be used wisely. It indicated that it was 
very important to not exposing the user to a lot of information simultaneously and 
also to choose appropriate graphs to visualize the information.  

The participants did however have a lot of opinions regarding how the prototype 
could be improved. The criticism was mostly related to the user interface and was 
amended by providing a more structured user interface and work flow. Instead of 
displaying a lot of graphs at the same time, buttons were used to hide and show 
information whenever needed. Buttons were also used to make the transition between 
views more easy.    

In the following section is a summary of the results presented. It follows the same 
pattern as the discussions above and answers the purpose questions accordingly.  
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7. Conclusions 
The thesis has resulted in both a fully working prototype, a list of requirements and 
some consluions that can be useful if the development of the prototype is continued. 
Below are the conclusions divided into the three pieces that were stated in 1.1 
Purpose. 

Use cases & data cross-correlation- It is concluded that the required data to fulfill 
the conceptual scenarios were successfully collected from the proprietary statistics 
database. Hence concluded that there are no limitations within the InfoMart datamart 
with respect to the functionality that the domain-experts demand. The gathering of 
data was successfully done by joining dimension and fact tables and sending it to 
QlikView as one united table where each row represented one interaction and 
corresponding information about it such as the length of the call and who initiated it. 
Another positive aspect of the data structure was that telephony and email interactions 
shared the same properties. This made it possible to create a consolidated data 
gathering method for all interactions. A complete list of the concrete scenarios is 
presented in Appendix C. 

Design solution & methods - The conceptual design was approved and received 
positive comments about its usability. The division of information within the 
application was intuitive for the users and the separation of customer channels data 
into different views was also appraised. It is also concluded that the use of different 
charts and statistical objects enhanced the functionality and user interface of the 
prototype.   

The methodological approach was a great support and provided a lot of information 
that was used to design the prototype. The scenario-based approach did also provide a 
great framework on which the cooperative evaluation was based on.  This was very 
helpful since it made it very obvious what to test and see where improvements were 
needed. The scenarios were also concrete in a way that simplified the conceptual 
design and did also include design constraints that were very useful when deciding 
how to display the information in QlikView.  

Implementation - The prototype was successfully developed and the functionality 
met the concrete scenarios. It fulfilled the requirements stated in the purpose by 
providing the functionality to, given different parameters and critera, gather and 
aggregate data for telephony and email interactions and presenting it as viable 
business reports.   
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8. Recommendations & future work 
The preconditions on which this prototype has been developed, has not been perfect 
from a user-centered point of view. The prototype has been developed with a focus on 
‘domain-experts’ at TeliaSonera AB rather than the end-users of the product. The 
question regarding whether the functionality of the prototype is good or not is 
therefore a complex question that has to be seen from correct perspective in order to 
constitute any value. 

To overcome and dispel the doubts of developing an application with unwanted 
functionality the evaluation has to be continued. A recommendation is to expose the 
prototype to criticism and evaluation together with end-users. Even though that the 
cooperative evaluation session with the domain-experts provided a lot of information, 
another evaluation session with end-users would provide even more insights and 
perhaps reveal details that the domain experts didn’t know or found too obvious to 
them. By extending the evaluation process, stories can be added and new 
requirements can be derived. The involvement of end-users is also a very good way of 
assuring that the domain-experts understand their customers and that their 
impressions of the customers is correct. It is however important to express a note of 
warning when involving the end-users. In order to conduct a cooperative evaluation 
that provides fruitful and trustworthy information it is important to make sure that the 
participants are equivalent to all the end-users. It is not enough to involve all 
stakeholder types in order to conduct a correct evaluation. TeliaSonera has to make 
sure that the evaluation covers all end-user types by involving users from several 
different customers. This will lead to a prototype that fits several different customers 
and the related stakeholders. It will also reveal information whether the discovered 
stakeholders in this thesis are correct or not.  

!
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Appendix A - Stories 

!

Title: Effectiveness 

As a team-leader  

I need information about my employees’ effectiveness 

So that I can make sure that they are doing their jobs  

 

Title: Need of easily accessible business reports 

As a manager 

I want to see direct but intuitive business reports 

So that I can make sure that the business is fulfilling its goals 

 

Title: Performance 

As a team-leader  

I need information about my group service level 

So that I can make sure that my agents (the group) is performing well 

 

Title: CRM-system management 

As an team-leader 

I need information about incoming calls 

So that I can analyze how to set up queues, personnel and schedules   

 

Title: Measuring service performance 

As a manager 

I need intuitive business reports  

So that I can make sure that the Customer Service fulfill the tangible service factors 



 

Title: Measuring effectiveness 

As a manager 

I need measurements of the customer service performance 

So that I can make sure that the Customer Service groups are performing at maximum 

 

Title: Excellent ‘contact control’ 

As a team-leader 

I need detailed information about how calls are directed  

So that I can set up an suitable ‘contact control’ 

 

Title: Cost-effectiveness 

As a manager 

I need detailed information about the contact center 

So that I make it as cost effective as possible 

 

Title: Service/agent-control  

As a team-leader  

I need detailed information about how calls and emails are re-directed within the system 

So that I can investigate if I there is any reason for why calls are being re-directed 

Appendix B – Conceptual scenarios 

1. A team-leader wants to see a list of calls an agent has been participated in during a 
specific day 
  
2. A team-leader wants to see information about the agent group service level during a 
specific day. 

3. A team-leader wants to see when calls are incoming to the contact center a specific 
day. 

4. A team-leader wants to see information about incoming calls a specific day. 



5. A team-leader wants to see information about a certain agent a specific day.  

6. A team-leader wants to see information about a specific call (InteractionID) 

7. A team-leader wants to see when calls are dropped  

8. A manager wants to see intuitive and quick business reports of how the different 
agent-groups are performing.  

9. A manager wants to see relationship between data from several different business 
systems/software.  

10. An agent wants to see how they have performed compared to certain goals. 

11. An agent wants to see how they perform compared to her colleagues. 

12. A manager wants to see information about contacts that are handled by agents. 

13. A team-leader wants to see information about email traffic.  

Appendix C – Concrete scenarios 

1.a The call-view should display a list of calls that an agent has participated in during a 
specific day. The list should be a table with the entities ResourceID, FullName and 
InteractionID and be sorted by FullName descending.  
 
2.a The day-view should display a traffic light gauge to inform if the group service level 
is above or below the goal 
 
3.a The day-view should display number of calls for each media type during a specific 
day. The information should be displayed using a line chart grouped by day.  

3b. The team-leader view should display the total handling count for all media types 
during a specific day. The information should be presented using a stacked column 
chart grouped by day in month (1-31). 

3c. The team-leader view should display the total number of handlings during a specific 
time day. The information should be presented using a line chart grouped by day. 

3.d The day-view should display the amount of incoming calls a specific day. The 
information should be presented in a line chart grouped by what matter they are calling 
in for. 
 
4.a The day-view should display the amount of waiting time a specific day. The 
information should be presented in a line chart grouped by hour with an average trend 
line. 
 
4.b The day-view should display the total amount of time of calls a specific day. E.g. 
length of call plus the after work state time. The information should be presented in a 
clustered column chart grouped by hour.   



 
4.c The day-view should display the relationship between incoming calls and 
technical_result_code. The information should be presented in a line chart grouped by 
hour.   
 
5.a The agent-view should display the service rate for a specific agent during a specific 
day. The information should be presented in an area chart grouped by hour. 
 
5.b The agent-view should display information about the after work duration for a 
specific agent during a specific day. The information should be presented using a 
continuous analogue display to inform whether the agent is below, on or above the 
agent-group average. 
 
 
5.c The agent-view should display the number of calls for a specific agent during a 
specific day. The information should be presented using a continuous analogue display 
in order to compare it to an average. 
 
5.d The agent-view should display the answer time for a specific agent during a specific 
day. The information should be presented using a continuous analogue display in order 
to compare it to an average. 
 
5.e The agent-view should display the sum of technical_result_code for a specific agent 
during a specific day. The information should be presented in a pie chart grouped by 
technical_result_code. 
 
6.a The call-view should display a list of interactions that is related to a specific 
InteractionID. The information should be presented in a table with the entities 
InteractionID and Interaction_Resource_ID. 
 
6.b The call-view should display the total time in system of a specific call 
(InteractionID). E.g. the sum of hold, ring, talk and queue time.   
 
6.c The call-view should display a list of interactions that is related to a specific 
InteractionID. The information should be presented in a table with the entities 
InteractionID and Interaction_Resource_ID. 
 
6.d The call-view should display information about how a call is directed within the 
contact center. The information should consist of where the call was dialed to in the first 
place and where it was directed.  
 
8.a The overview should display number of calls for each agent group a specific time 
period. The information should be presented using a stacked column chart.   
 
9. Not included in the prototype 
12.a The overview should display number of calls for each media type during a specific 
time period. The information should be displayed using a line chart grouped by day 
name number.  



12b. The overview should display the total handling count for all media types during a 
specific time period. The information should be presented using a clustered column 
chart grouped by day number. 

13a The mail-view should display the number of incoming /outgoing emails a specific 
time period. The information should be presented using a line chart grouped by day.  

13b. The mail-view should display the number of incoming email a specific time 
period. The information should be presented using a clustered column chart grouped by 
email-type. 

13c. The mail-view should display how emails are being re-directed within the contact 
center. The information should be displayed using a table with the entities 
InteractionID, Interaction_Resource_ID and Number of re-directions.  

Appendix D – Useful questions to ask during evaluation 

! How do we do that? 
! What do you want to do? 
! What will happen if…? 
! What has the system done now? 
! What is the system trying to tell you with this message?  
! Why has the system done that? 
! What were you expecting to happen then? 
! What are you doing now? 
! What are you expecting to happen then?  

 

Appendix E – Useful questions to ask during de-briefing 

• What do you think was the best thing about the prototype? 
• What do you think was the worst thing about the prototype? 
• What do you think needs most change in the prototype? 
• How easy did you find the tasks? 
• What do you think about the Team-leader, Agent, Call and Mail tabs? Are they a 

good way of splitting information in the application? 
• Was it easy to do filtering and drill down in the application?  
• Was it intuitive and user-friendly switch between tabs to retrieve more 

information? (Such as choosing some certain days in Team-leader view and look 
into more detail under Call view). 

• What do you think about the gauges under the Agent tab? 
• What information and/or functionality do you miss in the application? 
• What is your overall impression of the navigation within the application? 

Buttons etc. 
 



Appendix F – Tasks used in cooperative evaluation 

1) Show the calls the Agent Najid M has participated in on the 26th of February 
2015. 

2) Show information about how a certain agent is performing compared to goals. 
3) Show all mails in the system 
4) Show all calls in the system 
5) Show the service rate (for calls) for user Najid Xandieh 
6) Show what types (inbound, outbound etc.) of interactions that Najid Xandieh has 

done.  
7) Show the ACW time for Majid Zandieh in the 25th of February 2015.  
8) How many calls has Najiid Xandieh taken in total? 

Extra tasks if users get stuck: 
9) Display the related calls to the InteractionID= 105.  
10)  On what day (mon, tue, wed etc.) is it best to give this call center a ring if you 

want to queue as little as possible? 

Appendix G – Change list 

• Replace the current date picker list with a proper date picker 
• If a filter is chosen, for example FullName=’Najid Xandieh’ and you click on 

Najiid Xandieh somewhere in the application the filter is removed.  
• Add some kind of numerical value / scale to the continuous analogue displays. 
• Don’t show a lot of graphs simultaneously if they aren’t related. It’s better to 

’hide’ / ’nest’ the graphs behind choices (buttons) to make it less confusing.  
• Make the current choices ’more available’. In the first prototype it’s in the upper 

right corner. The users agree on that it should be more centered or highlighted.  
• Change column names to make it more intuitive and understandable 
• Separate the Mail and Phone interactions in two distinct tabs. For example, don’t 

show incoming mail and phone interactions in the same graph. 
• Add the possibility to search for an InteractionID in the call view 
• Add a button that appears when certain filters have been chosen. The button 

should send the user to the Call view.  
• Add entity UserGroup. (Can be found by joining tables in conf –database  

 

Appendix H – Queries 

Get interactions from database: 

 

USE [genesys_infomart] 
GO 



/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[INCOMING_CALL_DAY]    Script 
Date: 04/28/2015 12:15:06 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[CALC_INTERACTIONS] 
AS 
BEGIN 
  
 select INTERACTION_RESOURCE_ID, 
Interaction_resource_fact.INTERACTION_ID,INTERACTION_TYPE.INTERACTION_
TYPE_CODE, INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.MEDIA_TYPE_KEY, '0' + 
SOURCE_ADDRESS as PhoneNumber, 
genesys_infomart.dbo.interaction_resource_fact.INTERACTION_TYPE_KEY, 
CAL_DATE, CAL_DAY_NAME, CAL_WEEK_NUM_IN_YEAR, CAL_DAY_NUM_IN_MONTH, 
CAL_MONTH_NUM_IN_YEAR, CAL_MONTH_NAME, CAL_YEAR_NUM, LABEL_YYYY_MM_DD, 
CAL_HOUR_NUM_IN_DAY, INTERACTION_TYPE, 
INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.END_TS, CUSTOMER_HOLD_DURATION, 
QUEUE_DURATION, CUSTOMER_RING_DURATION, CUSTOMER_DIAL_DURATION, 
(INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.END_TS-INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.START_TS) 
AS "Length_of_call", CUSTOMER_ACW_COUNT, CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION, 
INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.RESOURCE_KEY as 
'Interaction_Resource_Fact.Resource_Key', RESOURCE_NAME, 
RESOURCE_SUBTYPE, TECHNICAL_RESULT_CODE, RESOURCE_ROLE_CODE, 
RESULT_REASON_CODE, (CASE WHEN TECHNICAL_RESULT_CODE = 'COMPLETED' 
THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) as CallCompleted,(CASE WHEN 
RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_TYPE_CODE = 'AGENT' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) as 
TransferredFromAgent, (CASE WHEN RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_TYPE_CODE = 
'QUEUE' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) as TransferredFromQueue, (CASE WHEN 
RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_TYPE_CODE = 'ROUTINGPOINT' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) as 
TransferredFromRoutingpoint, LAST_VQUEUE_RESOURCE_KEY from 
genesys_infomart.dbo.DATE_TIME INNER JOIN 
genesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT on 
genesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.START_DATE_TIME_KEY=gen
esys_infomart.dbo.DATE_TIME.DATE_TIME_KEY Inner JOIN 
genesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_TYPE on 
genesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.INTERACTION_TYPE_KEY=ge
nesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_TYPE.INTERACTION_TYPE_KEY INNER JOIN 
genesys_infomart.dbo.TECHNICAL_DESCRIPTOR on 
genesys_infomart.dbo.TECHNICAL_DESCRIPTOR.TECHNICAL_DESCRIPTOR_KEY = 
genesys_infomart.dbo.INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.TECHNICAL_DESCRIPTOR_KE
Y INNER JOIN RESOURCE_ ON 
INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.LAST_RP_RESOURCE_KEY=RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_KEY 
INNER JOIN INTERACTION_FACT on 
INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT.INTERACTION_ID=INTERACTION_FACT.INTERACTION_
ID 
  
END 
RETURN 

Get user info: 

USE [genesys_infomart] 
GO 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[CALC_USER_INFO]    Script 
Date: 04/28/2015 12:16:23 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 



GO 
ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[CALC_USER_INFO] 
AS 
BEGIN 
  
 SELECT RESOURCE_KEY as "Interaction_Resource_Fact.Resource_Key", 
TENANT_KEY, EMPLOYEE_ID, AGENT_FIRST_NAME, AGENT_LAST_NAME, 
AGENT_FIRST_NAME + ' ' + AGENT_LAST_NAME as FullName,  RESOURCE_TYPE, 
GMT_START_TIME, GMT_END_TIME, 
DATEDIFF(DAY,GMT_START_TIME,ISNULL(GMT_END_TIME,GETDATE())) as 
"WORKED_DAYS" FROM genesys_infomart.dbo.RESOURCE_ where 
RESOURCE_TYPE='Agent' 
  
END 
RETURN 
 

Get agent groups: 

 
USE [genesys_infomart] 
GO 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[Agent_Groups]    Script Date: 
04/28/2015 12:18:33 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[CALC_AGENT_GROUPS] 
AS 
BEGIN 
  
 select name, group_dbid,RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_KEY from 
genesys_infomart.dbo.RESOURCE_ inner join 
genesys_config.dbo.cfg_agent_group on 
RESOURCE_.RESOURCE_CFG_DBID=cfg_agent_group.agent_dbid inner join 
genesys_config.dbo.cfg_group on group_dbid=dbid 
  
END 
RETURN 
 

Get service level (example): 

USE [genesys_infomart]!
GO!
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[CALC_SERVICE_RATE]    Script 
Date: 05/18/2015 13:25:26 ******/!
SET ANSI_NULLS ON!
GO!
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON!
GO!
ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[CALC_SERVICE_RATE]!
AS!
BEGIN!
     !
      SELECT INTERACTION_RESOURCE_ID, "SERVICE RATE" =CASE!
      WHEN CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION > 100 AND IRF_ANCHOR = 0 THEN 0!
      WHEN CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION > 100 AND IRF_ANCHOR = 1 THEN 1!



      WHEN CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION < 100 AND IRF_ANCHOR = 0 THEN 2!
      WHEN CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION = 0 AND IRF_ANCHOR = 1 THEN 3!
      else 0!
      end!
FROM INTERACTION_RESOURCE_FACT!
     !
END!
RETURN 

Appendix I – QlikView Load Code 

 

SET ThousandSep=' '; 
SET DecimalSep=','; 
SET MoneyThousandSep='.'; 
SET MoneyDecimalSep=','; 
SET MoneyFormat='#.##0,00 kr;-#.##0,00 kr'; 
SET TimeFormat='hh:mm:ss'; 
SET DateFormat='YYYY-MM-DD'; 
SET TimestampFormat='YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss[.fff]'; 
SET MonthNames='jan;feb;mar;apr;maj;jun;jul;aug;sep;okt;nov;dec'; 
SET DayNames='må;ti;on;to;fr;lö;sö'; 
 
OLEDB CONNECT TO [Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Persist Security Info=False;User 
ID=sa;Initial Catalog=genesys_infomart;Data Source=131.115.185.1;Use Procedure 
for Prepare=1;Auto Translate=True;Packet Size=4096;Workstation 
ID=CNU316CTXHD040;Use Encryption for Data=False;Tag with column collation when 
possible=False](mode is write); 
 
InteractionType: 
LOAD * INLINE [ Interaction type, INTERACTION_TYPE_KEY 
Internal, 2 
Outbound, 3 ]; 
 
 
Interactions: 
LOAD INTERACTION_RESOURCE_ID,  
INTERACTION_ID,  
MEDIA_TYPE_KEY,  
INTERACTION_TYPE_CODE,  
PhoneNumber,  
INTERACTION_TYPE_KEY,  
Interaction_Resource_Fact.Resource_Key ,  
CAL_DATE, CAL_DAY_NAME, 
CAL_DAY_NUM_IN_MONTH, 
CAL_MONTH_NUM_IN_YEAR,  
CAL_MONTH_NAME,  
CAL_WEEK_NUM_IN_YEAR,  
CAL_YEAR_NUM,  
LABEL_YYYY_MM_DD,  
CAL_HOUR_NUM_IN_DAY,  
END_TS,  
INTERACTION_TYPE,  
CUSTOMER_HOLD_DURATION,  
QUEUE_DURATION,  
CUSTOMER_RING_DURATION,  
CUSTOMER_DIAL_DURATION,  
Length_of_call,  
CUSTOMER_ACW_COUNT,  
CUSTOMER_ACW_DURATION,  
TECHNICAL_RESULT_CODE,  
RESOURCE_ROLE_CODE,  
RESULT_REASON_CODE,  
CallCompleted,  



RESOURCE_SUBTYPE,  
TransferredFromQueue,  
TransferredFromAgent,  
TransferredFromRoutingpoint,  
LAST_VQUEUE_RESOURCE_KEY,  
RESOURCE_NAME ; 
SQL exec dbo.INCOMING_CALL_DAY; 
 
 
SET ACWCALLGOAL = 100; 
SET ACWMAILGOAL = 100; 
SET NOOFCALLGOAL = 100; 
SET NOOFMAILGOAL = 7; 
 
UserInfo: 
LOAD *; 
SQL exec dbo.CALC_USER_INFO; 
 
AgentGroup: 
LOAD name as group_name ,group_dbid, RESOURCE_KEY as 
Interaction_Resource_Fact.Resource_Key; 
SQL exec dbo.Agent_Groups; 
 
  

Appendix J – QlikView table architecture 

 

 

 
Glossary: 
CRM – Customer Relationship Management 
High Fidelity (Hi-Fi) prototype: 

Appendix K – Stimulus material 

1. Bakgrund Genesys InfoMart: 



Genesys!InfoMart!erbjuder!en!struktur!för!att!samla!ihop!data!ifrån!Genesys.!Strukturen!
består!tabeller!i!en!databas!från!var!man!kan!samla!information!för!att!visa!relevant!
information.!Genesys!erbjuder!också!ett!verktyg!som!heter!Interactive!Insight!vilket!är!ett!
verktyg!för!att!skapa!affärsrapporter!utifrån!InfoMart!datan.!!!

2. Inspirerande tal av Hans Rosling 

Jag!förväntar!mig!inte!att!ni!tittar!på!hela!klippet!(det!är!19!minuter!långt)!men!ge!klippet!
åtminstone!några!minuter.!Från!10:50!och!framåt!är!det!särskilt!intressant.!!

Länk!till!Roslings!tal!

3. Screenshots från tidig prototyp 

I!arbetet!med!att!skapa!affärsrapporter!utifrån!data!har!jag!utvecklat!en!prototyp.!Vad!
tänker!ni!när!ni!ser!prototypen?!Bilderna!finns!bifogade!i!större!format!i!mailet.!

!



!

!

4. Klickbar applikation 

Nedan!är!ett!demo!i!programvaran!QlikView.!En!BIRapplikation!för!samtal,!telefonmastar!

mm!som!utvecklats!av!QlikView!själva.!Klicka!gärna!runt!i!demot,!notera!att!man!kan!välja!

och!”skala!ner”!datan!genom!att!klicka!på!staplar,!pieRcharts,!listor!osv.!Varje!gång!ni!

”skalar!ner”!hamnar!era!val!under!’Current!Selections’.!Vill!ni!ta!bort!valen!ni!gjort,!

markera!då!valet!och!välj!“Clear”.!!

Vad!får!ni!för!intryck!av!demot?!Är!det!lätt!att!använda?!Tror!ni!att!ett!verktyg!av!den!här!

typen!skulle!skapa!värde!för!era!kunder?!Eller!är!de!mest!nyfikna!av!enklare!

affärsrapporter?!

Klicka'här'för'att'komma'till'demot!

5. Rapportlista från interactive insights 

Nedan!finns!en!bifogad!lista!från!rapporter!i!interactive!insight.!Vad!är!ert!första!intryck!av!

listan?!Är!grupperingarna!agent,!detail,!outbound,!business!results,!queue!–!reports!

relevanta?!!

Ska!det!behövas!så!här!många!rapporter?!!



!

Appendix L – Interview guide 

!

Introduktionsfrågor:/

Minns!ni!videoklippet!i!stimulusmaterialet?!Hans!Rosling!visar!i!det!klippet!hur!ett!
offentliggörande!av!data!kan!förändra!hur!vi!ser!på!världen.!Hur'kan'informationsutvinning'
ur'ett'CRM;system'som'Genesys'gynna'kunderna'och'deras'verksamheter?!!!

Rosling!visar!bl.a.!hur!sambandet!mellan!antal!barn!och!livslängd!har!förändrats!under!
1900Rtalet.!Vilka'intressanta'samband'finns'det'inom'CRM;system?!

!

Övergångsfrågor:/

Om!man!nu!tittar!på!lite!mer!branschspecifika!frågor!kring!just!de!produkter!ni!arbetar!
med!här!på!TeliaSonera.!!Vilka!olika!scenarion!kan!ur!ett!era!kunders!perspektiv!vara!
intressant!att!undersöka?'Exempelvis,!agenter!som!är!på!jobbet!men!inte!svarar!på!samtal?!
Har!ni!några!andra!exempel?!!

Nyckelfrågor:/



Vad!säger!er!erfarenheter!er!om!de!potentiella!användarna!av!detta!verktyg?!!

Finns!det!flera!olika!typer!av!användare,!är!de!intresserade!av!olika!information?!

På!vilka!sätt!är!det!lämpligt!att!gruppera!data.!I!prototypen!ni!fick!bilder!på,!används!
grupperingar!på!dags,!agent,!och!interaktionsRnivå.!Har!ni!några!förslag!på!andra!
grupperingar?!!!

Hans!Rosling!nämner!vikten!av!at!få!fram!data!och!inte!gömma!informationen!i!
avancerade!databaser!och!i!tråkiga!rapporter.!Hur!kan!detta!relateras!till!
informationsutvinning!ur!Genesys?!Vad!anser!ni!är!de!viktigaste!egenskaperna!för!ett!
visualiseringsverktyg!för!Genesys!InfoMart?!Vilken!interaktionsnivå!tror!ni!kunderna!
efterfrågar?!!

Vilken!tror!ni!är!den!huvudsakliga!statistiken!och!sambanden!som!kunderna!är!
intresserade!av?!Är!kunderna!intresserade!av!precis!presentation!av!siffror!eller!snarare!
relationer!mellan!olika!data?!!

Är!det!nödvändigt!att!kunna!använda!verktyget!som!en!dashboard!för!data!som!ändrar!
snabbt!eller!är!det!mest!intressant!att!titta!på!historisk!data?!

Avslutande/frågor:!

Har!ni!några!avslutande!reflektioner!eller!vill!någon!tillägga!något?!

 

!


